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Abstract

Background: Prior research has found that pretreatment expectations of symptom improvement are positively correlated with depressive symptom change. The current investigation extends previous research by examining whether pretreatment outcome expectancies predict symptom change across several diagnostic categories within the context of an acute, naturalistic psychiatric setting.

Methods: Analyses were conducted to examine whether pretreatment outcome expectancies (credibility/expectancy questionnaire [CEQ]) predicted symptom improvement within major depression (N = 420), bipolar disorder (N = 120) and psychosis (N = 36). Bootstrap mediation analyses were conducted to examine whether acquisition of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) skills (cognitive behavior therapy skills questionnaire [CBTSQ]) may mediate expectancy-outcome relations.

Results: Results indicated a differential pattern of associations across diagnoses. Patient CBT skills emerged as a significant mediator of expectancy-outcome relations, but only in the major depression group. Both behavioral and cognitive skills were significantly, and independently, associated with symptom improvement.

Limitations: Sample sizes were small in the bipolar manic subgroup and psychosis group. CBT skills and symptom measures were assessed at concurrent time points.

Conclusions: The present findings suggest that patient expectancies and CBT skills may have a differential impact on symptom change as a function of diagnostic category. The implication of these results and directions for future research are discussed.

1. Introduction

The placebo effect has generated increased attention in both the adult (Fournier et al., 2010; Kirsch et al., 2008) and youth (Cohen et al., 2010) depression treatment literatures. Funding agencies, including the National Institute of Health (NIH), have recently called for increased research aimed at elucidating the mechanisms through which the placebo effect results in patient improvement (RFA-DA-12-003, RFA-DA-12-004). A growing body of research indicates that the placebo effect may account for a relatively large proportion of the symptom improvement experienced by depressed patients in treatment. Although estimates vary across clinical trials, approximately 50% of individuals “respond” (typically defined as ≥ 50% reduction in depressive symptoms from pretreatment to posttreatment) to either psychotherapy or antidepressant medication during the acute phase of treatment. In contrast, approximately 30% of depressed patients respond to a pill placebo (Hollon et al., 2002; Walsh et al., 2002).1 These findings suggest that an estimated 60% (30%/50%) of symptom improvement in studies of antidepressants or psychotherapy for depression may be attributable to factors underlying placebo response (i.e., the expectation of symptom improvement, spontaneous remission of depressive symptoms), rather than due to the putative active ingredients of treatment. As stated by de la Fuente-Fernández et al. (2001), “the simple act of receiving any treatment (active or not) may, in itself, be efficacious because of expectation of benefit” (p. 1164). Indeed, prior research has found that pretreatment expectations of symptom improvement (i.e., outcome expectancies) are positively correlated with symptom change in the treatment of a range of different mental disorders, including depression and, perhaps to a lesser extent, anxiety disorders (e.g., Chambless et al., 1997; Joyce et al., 2003; Meyer et al., 2002; Westra et al., 2007; and see Constantino et al., 2011 for a recent meta-analytic review). It should be noted that

1 There is some evidence indicating that placebo response rates have been increasing over the years (Walsh et al., 2002).
expectancy–outcome findings are fairly mixed in the anxiety disorder literature (e.g., for non-significant findings in OCD, see Steketee et al., 2011; for GAD, see Borkovec et al., 2002). To date, the mechanisms through which the expectation of benefit may result in symptom improvement remain poorly understood.

In the field of psychotherapy research, a number of theorists have noted the important role that treatment outcome expectancies may play in contributing to symptom improvement (Devilly and Borkovec, 2000; Frank and Frank, 1993; Greenberg et al., 2006; Wampold, 2001). Goal theorists have also suggested ways in which expectancies may influence future outcomes (e.g., Austin and Vancouver, 1996; Eccles and Wigfield, 2002). Namely, whereas optimistic or positive expectancies may fuel effort towards desired goals, negative expectancies may lead to disengagement from or abandonment of goals. In psychotherapy, positive treatment outcome expectancies may motivate active engagement in the treatment process. With regards to cognitive behavior therapy (CBT), greater acquisition and use of the central cognitive and behavioral skills encouraged in treatment may help account for expectancy–outcome associations. That is, those patients who enter CBT treatment with greater expectations of symptom improvement may be more likely to engage in treatment, and acquire and utilize cognitive and behavioral skills. In turn, and consistent with CBT theory (Beck et al., 1979; DeRubeis et al., 2010), acquisition and use of CBT skills may contribute to symptom improvement.

As discussed above, studies suggest that placebo response rates are relatively high in studies of depression treatment. Interestingly, studies have found that some mental disorders are associated with higher placebo response rates than others. Depressed patients, for example, have been found to exhibit higher levels of placebo response than patients suffering from psychosis (Khan et al., 2005). This may not be surprising given the various factors that may underlie and account for placebo response, including spontaneous remission of symptoms and the therapeutic benefit of positive treatment outcome expectancies. More specifically, higher placebo response rates in depression may be due in part to the typically episodic, or time-limited nature of depressive episodes. Moreover, depressive symptoms may be relatively more responsive to the hopefulness and remoralization engendered by positive treatment outcome expectancies (Frank and Frank, 1993). Findings regarding differential placebo response rates across disorders may be relevant to research examining the association between treatment outcome expectancies and symptom improvement. Namely, to the extent that a relatively large proportion of symptom improvement in a diagnostic group (e.g., depression) is due to factors underlying placebo response (e.g., treatment outcome expectancies), one might expect a stronger association between treatment outcome expectancies and actual symptom change within that disorder.

Previous research examining the role of pretreatment outcome expectancies has typically relied on depressed (or anxiety-disordered) samples receiving treatment within outpatient settings. To our knowledge, no published study has systematically examined what role pretreatment outcome expectancies may play in contributing to symptom improvement within other severe mental disorders (e.g., psychotic disorders) in the context of a psychiatric hospital setting. It may be that treatment outcome expectancies have a differential impact on symptom improvement depending on the diagnosis in question. As discussed above, given the relatively low placebo response rates in psychosis, and its chronic nature, one might expect a relatively small relationship between treatment outcome expectancies and symptom improvement in the latter disorder. Moreover, it is also unclear to what extent patient expectations of symptom improvement influence other mood states, for example bipolar manic symptomatology (e.g., Gaudiano and Miller, 2006). Finally, to the extent that pretreatment outcome expectancies do predict symptom improvement in a given disorder, what mediates this association? Within CBT, does patient acquisition and use of cognitive and behavioral skills mediate expectancy–outcome associations?

1.1. The current study

The current study had several objectives. First, within the context of an acute psychiatric setting, we examined whether the expectation of symptom improvement predicts symptom change across several, severe diagnostic categories. To assess symptom improvement, we included both a measure of depressive symptoms and a measure of broad symptomatology and functioning domains. Second, we examined whether patient acquisition and use of CBT skills were associated with symptom improvement across these diagnostic groups. Third, we examined whether CBT skills mediated the association between treatment outcome expectancies and symptom improvement.

Accordingly, we tested three related hypotheses

(1) Pretreatment expectations of symptom improvement will predict subsequent symptom change in the major depression and bipolar-depressed samples, but not in the psychosis or bipolar-manic samples.

(2) Patient use of CBT skills will be associated with symptom improvement within all four diagnostic categories.

(3) Patient use of CBT skills will mediate the association between treatment outcome expectancies and actual symptom improvement in the major depression and bipolar-depressed samples.

It is important to note that the current study was conducted in a naturalistic treatment environment, and accordingly, the data have limitations commonly found in other work in clinical settings (Westbrook and Kirk, 2005), including relatively elevated rates of missing data and lack of a control group to which patients are randomly assigned. However, because patients in this study were unselected and inclusion criteria were few, findings from this study are likely to be highly generalizable to other “real-world” psychiatric settings.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants were patients presenting for treatment at the Behavioral Health Partial Program (BHPP), a partial hospital program at McLean Hospital, Belmont, MA. To be included in the present study, patients had to be admitted to the BHPP and have completed the self-report battery of measures at both admission and discharge (see Section 2.3). The present study focused on the association between treatment outcome expectancies (assessed at admission), CBT skill use (assessed at admission and discharge), and symptom improvement (assessed at admission and discharge) in patients presenting with primary diagnoses of current major depression, bipolar disorder, or psychosis. For this reason, inclusion criteria were that patients met criteria for a current, primary diagnosis of major depression, bipolar disorder (currently manic/hypomanic or depressed), or a psychotic disorder. A total of 576 patients met criteria for one of these diagnoses during the study period (July 2010 to July 2012), agreed to participate in the research study, and completed intake and discharge research assessments.
The average duration of treatment for these patients was 11.43 (SD = 4.08) patient days. Diagnostic comorbidity in this population was common: 73% (n = 421) of the current sample met criteria for more than one DSM-IV disorder, with an average of 3.4 diagnoses (SD = 1.3). Previous episodes of depression were exceedingly common, with a mean of 7.6 (SD = 13.7) reported previous depressive episodes.

Bipolar patients were divided into two subcategories based on their most recent symptomatic episode, including bipolar, current episode manic or hypomanic (bipolar-manic). The final sample included 576 patients: 420 in the depression group, 94 in the bipolar-depressed group, 26 in the bipolar-manic group, and 36 in the psychosis group.

2.2. Treatment

The BHPP offers both pharmacological and cognitive-behavioral treatment to patients presenting with symptoms across major diagnostic categories. The program focuses on the acquisition of cognitive behavioral skills and uses a flexible approach to treatment informed by CBT principles and current evidence, although it is adapted to the unique challenges of a naturalistic partial hospital setting (Neuhaus, 2006). The program offers more than 100, 50-min CBT-based groups per week. Individual treatment plans are constructed for each patient by clinical team managers who conduct initial intake assessments and oversee all aspects of treatment. The treatment consists of group CBT provided by BHPP staff including psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, occupational therapists, postdoctoral and graduate level psychology trainees, and mental health counselors. Patients attend five 50-min CBT skill focused groups each day, five days per week (Monday–Friday). Of these, patients attend one group per day focused on behavioral activation, based on a protocol adapted from Martell et al., (2010). A second group teaches patients skills in identifying and challenging negative automatic thoughts and is guided by a protocol adapted from Beck et al., (1979). The remaining groups include modules on psychoeducation, self-monitoring, mindfulness, and interpersonal skills, adapted from other empirically supported CBT manuals (Beck et al., 1985; Linehan, 1993). To maintain treatment fidelity, groups utilize treatment protocols designed for the program, derived from established treatment manuals and groups are selectively observed by postdoctoral fellows and staff psychologists. In addition to group therapy, patients also receive two to three weekly individual, skills-based CBT sessions from a predoctoral psychology intern or postdoctoral fellow, which complement and individually tailor content from groups attended.

2.3. Measures

Miniature International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI; Sheehan et al., 1998) The MINI is a structured interview assessing for DSM-IV Axis I symptoms (e.g., mood, anxiety, substance abuse, psychosis). Each MINI diagnostic module consists of a series of screening items followed by questions about specific symptomatology. The MINI has strong reliability and validity in relation to the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-IV), with inter-rater reliabilities ranging from kappas of .89–1.0 (Sheehan et al., 1998). The MINI was administered by trained doctoral students in clinical psychology and psychology interns who met weekly with a postdoctoral fellow for supervision.

Credibility/expectancy questionnaire (CEQ; Devilly and Borkovec, 2000). The CEQ is a 6-item measure divided into two subscales assessing treatment credibility (CEQ-Credibility) and expectancy (CEQ-Expectancy), respectively, and it has demonstrated adequate reliability and validity in previous research (Deville and Borkovec, 2000). Cronbach’s alpha for both subscales was high in the sample (x = .81 for credibility, x = .89 for expectancy).

Cognitive behavior therapy skills questionnaire (CBTSQ-16; Jacob et al., 2011) The CBTSQ is a 16-item measure designed to assess cognitive behavioral skills. The measure is divided into two subscales assessing cognitive restructuring (“Catch myself when I jump to conclusions”) and behavioral activation (“Socialize even though I don’t feel like it”). Items are rated on a 1 (none of the time) to 5 (all of the time) Likert-type scale. The CBTSQ-16 was validated among patients within the BHPP and demonstrated high internal consistency (x = .84 for cognitive restructuring, x = .80 for behavioral activation; see Jacob et al., 2011).

Center for the epidemiologic studies of depression scale-10 (CES-D-10; Andresen et al., 1994). The CES-D-10 is a widely used, brief instrument for assessing depressive symptoms. Response anchors range temporally from 0 (rarely or none of the time (less than 1 day) to 3 = most or all of the time (5–7 days). Previous studies have suggested cut-off scores for significant depression of 10 or greater (Andresen et al., 1994; Kuptnpiratsaikul et al., 2002). The CES-D-10 appears to be reliable and valid (Zhang and Li, 2011) and had high internal consistency in this study (pretreatment x = .84; posttreatment x = .87).

Behavior and symptom identification scale (BASIS-24; Eisen et al., 2004). The BASIS-24 is a 24-item measure that has demonstrated good psychometric properties across inpatient, outpatient, residential, and partial hospital settings as a broad assessment of psychopathology and associated distress. Previous literature supports the factor structure, reliability, validity and sensitivity to treatment changes of BASIS-24 (Eisen et al., 2006). The BASIS-24 was selected given that it assesses a wide array of symptoms relevant to the different diagnostic groups examined in the current study, rather than using multiple measures and increasing patient research burden in our primarily clinical setting. The BASIS-24 consists of six subscales which assess for symptoms over the past week: (1) depression/functioning (“Feel sad or depressed?”), (2) interpersonal problems (“Get along with people in your family?”), (3) self-harm (“Think about hurting yourself?”), (4) emotional liability (“Have mood swings?”), (5) psychosis (“Hear voices or see things?”), and (6) substance abuse/dependence (“Did you have an urge to drink alcohol or take street drugs?”). Respondents rate items on a 5-point Likert-type scale from 0 (none of the time) to 4 (all of the time) and higher scores indicating worse functioning. Subscales range from 0–8 (self-harm) to 0–24 (depression/functioning) and total scores reflect overall functioning. Reliability of BASIS-24 total scores in the current study was high (pretreatment x = .84; posttreatment x = .86).

2.4. Procedure

Approval for the study was granted by the hospital’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). All data were collected on site at the hospital BHPP. Before receiving any form of treatment, patients completed the MINI, a demographics survey, and a battery of self-report measures described above; the battery of self-report measures was also completed at discharge. Study personnel provided instructions indicating the participant’s freedom to withdraw from the research study at any point or refuse to respond to any items.

3. Results

3.1. Data analytic strategy

Analyses were conducted using SAS Version 9.2 PROC GLM and PROC REG (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). A SAS macro was used for
bootstrap mediation analyses (see Preacher and Hayes, 2008). Simulation studies indicate that the traditional Baron and Kenny (1986) causal steps approach to testing mediation suffers from relatively low power (Fritz and MacKinnon, 2007; MacKinnon et al., 2002). Bootstrap mediation, a nonparametric sampling procedure, offers a more powerful alternative and does not make the assumption that the sampling distribution of the indirect effect is normal, when it is often asymmetric. Moreover, the SAS macro employed in the current study allows for the testing of several mediators simultaneously (in the current study, both cognitive and behavioral skills). We utilized 3000 bootstrap samples for coefficient and indirect effect estimation. Confidence intervals (95% CIs) for the indirect effect that exclude zero indicate that the indirect effect was statistically significant at the .05 level and mediation was demonstrated (see bold values in Mediation Tables 4 and 5). To adjust for pretreatment (wave 1) values, posttreatment (wave 2) variables were in the format of residualized change scores (standardized; MacKinnon, 2008).

Given that the study was conducted in a clinical (i.e., psychiatric hospital) rather than research setting, some patients did not complete all of the self-report and diagnostic measures at admission or discharge for a variety of reasons (e.g., conflicting appointments for individual or group therapy, clinical crises resulting in admission to clinical evaluation center or inpatient unit). Twenty-six percent % (n=148) of the sample provided incomplete data and, thus, were excluded from the bootstrap mediation analyses predicting BASIS symptom improvement, whereas 19% [n=111] patients had incomplete data for the analyses predicting CES-D-10 symptom change. As detailed in Footnote,2 the mediation analyses reported in the results section were rerun after replacing missing data via imputation, yielding nearly identical findings. Table 1 displays the raw observed means and standard deviations for all variables at pretreatment (T1) and posttreatment (T2) by diagnostic category. Of note, and as expected, self-reported depression scores (CES-D) were highest among major depression and bipolar depressed groups. Interestingly, the bipolar manic patients reported the highest T1 expectations of improvement.

To examine the possible impact of missing data on our findings mediation analyses were rerun following a hot deck imputation procedure. The procedure involves matching each case with missing data to another similar case in the dataset, based on researcher-defined characteristics, in this case age, gender, and race. The missing datapoint is then replaced with the matching case’s value. This method has advantages over list wise deletion (see Andridge and Little, 2010; Myers, 2011). A very similar pattern of findings emerged with the imputed dataset as those reported in Tables 4 and 5. The only difference emerged for the psychosis group. Specifically, a nonsignificant trend emerged for the association between CBT skills and CES-D symptom improvement see Table 5, path b).

Table 1  
Means (standard deviations) of measures by diagnostic groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Major depression</th>
<th>Bipolar depressed</th>
<th>Bipolar manic</th>
<th>Psychosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. BASIS_T1</td>
<td>1.86 (.52)</td>
<td>1.92 (.58)</td>
<td>1.79 (.77)</td>
<td>1.45 (.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. BASIS_T2</td>
<td>1.20 (.48)</td>
<td>1.30 (.54)</td>
<td>1.15 (.51)</td>
<td>1.13 (.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. CES-D_T1</td>
<td>19.53 (5.83)</td>
<td>18.73 (5.61)</td>
<td>15.92 (9.20)</td>
<td>13.17 (7.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. CES-D_T2</td>
<td>11.86 (6.10)</td>
<td>11.83 (6.18)</td>
<td>9.58 (6.53)</td>
<td>9.58 (6.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. CEQ-Expect_T1</td>
<td>15.45 (5.36)</td>
<td>16.10 (5.09)</td>
<td>16.41 (5.85)</td>
<td>15.55 (5.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. CBT-Total_T1</td>
<td>39.61 (10.22)</td>
<td>39.92 (10.23)</td>
<td>45.92 (9.51)</td>
<td>45.97 (9.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. CBT-Total_T2</td>
<td>49.24 (10.88)</td>
<td>48.08 (11.40)</td>
<td>54.36 (9.37)</td>
<td>49.47 (10.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. CBT-COG_T1</td>
<td>23.02 (6.36)</td>
<td>23.01 (7.53)</td>
<td>26.36 (5.74)</td>
<td>26.00 (5.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. CBT-COG_T2</td>
<td>27.82 (6.45)</td>
<td>27.40 (7.18)</td>
<td>30.91 (5.13)</td>
<td>28.00 (6.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. CBT-BA_T1</td>
<td>16.93 (5.12)</td>
<td>16.60 (4.94)</td>
<td>19.56 (5.38)</td>
<td>19.97 (5.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. CBT-BA_T2</td>
<td>21.43 (5.26)</td>
<td>20.68 (5.28)</td>
<td>23.45 (5.08)</td>
<td>21.47 (5.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: BASIS—Behavior and symptom identification scale—total score; CES-D—Center for the epidemiologic studies of depression scale—short form; CEQ-Expect—credibility/expectancy questionnaire; CBT-Total—cognitive therapy skills questionnaire (Total—total score; COG—cognitive restructuring subscale; BA—behavioral activation subscale); T1=time 1 (admission); T2=time 2 (discharge).

Table 2  
Diagnostic comorbidity by group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Major depressed % (n)</th>
<th>Bipolar depressed % (n)</th>
<th>Bipolar manic % (n)</th>
<th>Psychotic % (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panic disorder</td>
<td>14.5 (61)</td>
<td>12.8 (12)</td>
<td>11.5 (3)</td>
<td>5.6 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social anxiety disorder</td>
<td>21.9 (92)</td>
<td>24.5 (23)</td>
<td>26.9 (7)</td>
<td>22.2 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive– compulsive disorder</td>
<td>10.0 (42)</td>
<td>8.5 (8)</td>
<td>15.4 (4)</td>
<td>16.7 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-traumatic stress disorder</td>
<td>10.0 (42)</td>
<td>12.8 (12)</td>
<td>23.1 (6)</td>
<td>9.8 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized anxiety disorder</td>
<td>41.0 (172)</td>
<td>34.0 (32)</td>
<td>30.8 (8)</td>
<td>8.3 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol abuse/ dependence</td>
<td>12.1 (51)</td>
<td>21.2 (20)</td>
<td>30.8 (8)</td>
<td>22.2 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotic features</td>
<td>3.6 (15)</td>
<td>18.1 (17)</td>
<td>3.8 (1)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total diagnoses (M, SD)</td>
<td>3.1 (1.2)</td>
<td>4.3 (1.2)</td>
<td>4.3 (1.4)</td>
<td>3.9 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Cells do not add to the total number of participants as multiple comorbid diagnoses are represented. (see CEQ scores). Björgvinsson et al. (submitted manuscript) have reported on the treatment outcome data for this sample. See Table 2 for diagnostic characteristics and comorbidity in each group and Table 3 for correlations between study variables at pretreatment.

Hypothesis 1. Treatment outcome expectancies and symptom improvement

As seen in Table 4 (path c), pretreatment CEQ-Expectancy was a significant predictor of BASIS symptom improvement in the major depression group only. Similarly, higher CEQ-Expectancy scores were significantly associated with greater CES-D-10 symptom improvement only in the major depression group (see Table 5; path c).

Hypothesis 2. CBT skills and symptom improvement

Next, we examined the association between the acquisition and use of CBT skills and symptom improvement across the four diagnostic groups. As seen in Table 4 (path b), greater acquisition and use of CBT skills was associated with greater BASIS symptom improvement in the major depression and bipolar-depressed (but not the bipolar-manic or psychosis) groups. The same pattern of findings emerged when the above analyses were rerun using CES-D symptom improvement as the dependent variable (see Table 5; path b).
Mediation effects: CBT skills as a mediator of the effect of treatment outcome expectancies on CES-D-10 symptom improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Mediator</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c’</th>
<th>95% CI for indirect effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major depression</td>
<td>CBT-total</td>
<td>−.18**</td>
<td>.23**</td>
<td>−.41**</td>
<td>−.08a</td>
<td>−.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major depression</td>
<td>CBT cognitive</td>
<td>−.18**</td>
<td>.17**</td>
<td>−.21**</td>
<td>−.08a</td>
<td>−.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar depressed</td>
<td>CBT-total</td>
<td>−.16</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>−.33**</td>
<td>−.11</td>
<td>−.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar manic</td>
<td>CBT-total</td>
<td>−.06</td>
<td>−.04</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>−.06</td>
<td>−.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosis</td>
<td>CBT-total</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>−.13</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>−.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: **p < .05.
*a p < .10.
**p < .01.

Hypothesis 3. Bootstrap mediation analyses

The necessity of establishing a statistically significant association between X (in the current study, CEQ-Expectancy) and Y (in this case, BASIS or CES-D-10 symptom improvement) in mediation analyses has been called into question by some researchers (e.g., Collins et al., 1998; MacKinnon, 2000; MacKinnon et al., 2000; Shout and Bolger, 2002). Indeed, there are several approaches to statistical mediation that do not require a significant relationship between X and Y, including the bootstrap mediation approach employed in the current study (e.g., see Kraemer et al., 2002; Shout and Bolger, 2002; MacKinnon et al., 2002). Thus, as noted above, although the expectancy-symptom improvement relationship was only significant for the major depression group, mediation analyses were carried out for all groups (see Tables 4 and 5).

First, bootstrap mediation analyses were conducted to test whether patient use of CBT skills mediated the relationship between the expectation of symptom improvement and BASIS symptom change. As seen in Table 4 (see bolded 95% CIs for indirect [i.e., mediation] effects), patient use of CBT skills only mediated the expectancy-symptom improvement relationship in the major depression sample.

Given the significant mediation findings for the major depression group, the latter mediation analysis was rerun while separating the CBT skills variable into its two constituent factors: Cognitive restructuring and behavioral activation (i.e., running a multiple mediator model with both factors included as mediating variables simultaneously). Interestingly, as seen in Table 4, both the behavioral activation and cognitive restructuring factors emerged as significant mediators. The same pattern emerged with regards to the prediction of CES-D-10 symptom improvement (see Table 5).
The sample size for major depression group was larger than for either the psychosis, bipolar-depressed, or bipolar-manic groups. The smaller sample size, and resulting lower power, in theory could account for the nonsignificant mediation findings for the latter three groups. However, even when pooling the samples for these three groups mediation analyses were nonsignificant for both the expectancy–CES-D-10 symptom change (N = 125; bootstrap 95% CI [−0.13, 0.01]) and expectancy–BASIS symptom change relationships (N = 110; bootstrap 95% CI [−0.10, 0.01]). Moreover, the standardized betas for the relations between treatment expectancies, CBT skills and symptom improvement were consistently larger for the major depression group relative to other diagnostic groups, indicating stronger associations in the former sample (see paths a–c in Tables 4 and 5).

4. Discussion

The placebo effect has received increased attention in the mental health treatment literature (Fournier et al., 2010; Kirsch et al., 2008). As stated by de la Fuente-Fernández et al. (2001), “the simple act of receiving any treatment (active or not) may, in itself, be efficacious because of expectation of benefit” (p. 1164). Although prior research has found that pretreatment expectations of symptom improvement correlate positively with symptom change across several different mental disorders, in particular depression (e.g., Chambless et al., 1997; Joyce et al., 2003; Meyer et al., 2002; Westra et al., 2007; see Constantino et al., 2011 for a recent meta-analytic review), the mechanisms underlying this association are poorly understood. Moreover, research in this area has typically relied on outpatient samples. Thus, it is unclear to what extent expectancy–outcome findings would replicate in relatively more acutely symptomatic inpatient populations. The present study builds on this literature by examining whether the expectation of symptom improvement predicts symptom change among patients suffering from major depression, bipolar disorder, or psychosis in the context of a severe patient population within an acute psychiatric setting. In addition, mediation analyses were conducted to test whether patient acquisition and use of CBT skills mediated expectancy–outcome associations.

Our hypotheses were partially supported. First, pretreatment expectations of symptom improvement significantly predicted symptom change in the major depression group, but not in the bipolar or psychosis samples. In line with these findings, it may be that positive treatment outcome expectancies are more therapeutically beneficial within depressed patients, relative to patients suffering from bipolar or psychotic symptomatology. This pattern of findings may be understood in light of evidence of high placebo response rates in depression relative to other disorders, including psychosis (e.g., Khan et al., 2005) and perhaps mania (e.g., Keck et al., 2000; see also Gaudiano and Miller, 2006 for nonsignificant expectancy–outcome findings in mania). To the extent that treatment outcome expectancies are part drive the magnitude of placebo response (Finnnis et al., 2010), one might expect a stronger expectancy–outcome relationship within those disorders that are more responsive to placebo (e.g., unipolar depression). It is also interesting to note that although bipolar–manic patients reported the highest expectations of treatment benefit across all diagnostic groups (see Table 1), higher expectancies did not predict better treatment outcomes for manic patients. These elevated expectancy scores may reflect, on average, excessively optimistic (and perhaps counter-therapeutic) treatment outcome expectancies among these patients.

In an effort to probe what may mediate the relationship between pretreatment expectations of symptom improvement and actual symptom change, the present study assessed the extent to which patients acquire and use the CBT skills encouraged in our treatment program. Bootstrap mediation analyses indicated that patient acquisition and use of CBT skills mediated the expectancy–outcome relationship in the major depression diagnostic group. The same pattern of findings emerged for both outcome variables (BASIS and CES-D-10; see Tables 4 and 5). Interestingly, when the CBT skills measure was separated into its constituent cognitive and behavioral subscales, and a multiple mediation model was tested including both subscales, both cognitive and behavioral skills emerged as significant mediators of the expectancy–outcome relationship.

CBT skills did not emerge as a significant mediator in the psychosis, bipolar-depressed, or bipolar-manic groups. Even when combining the samples from these three groups, coupled with the use of a relatively powerful bootstrapping approach to testing mediation (MacKinnon et al., 2004; Preacher and Hayes, 2008), CBT skills did not emerge as a significant mediator. There was no significant relationship between outcome expectancies and symptom change (i.e., nonsignificant total effect; see path c; Tables 4 and 5) to mediate in the bipolar or psychosis groups. Even so, a nonsignificant total effect does not preclude the possibility of mediation (e.g., Collins et al., 1998; MacKinnon, 2000; MacKinnon et al., 2000; Shrout and Bolger, 2002). It may be that bipolar and psychotic patients with greater treatment outcome expectancies are less likely to acquire and utilize CBT skills and/or that these skills are less therapeutically beneficial to these patients, at least in the context of a short-term partial hospital program. It should be noted, however, that there is increasing evidence of the efficacy of CBT for psychosis in the context of relatively longer-term treatments (Grant et al., 2012; Turkington et al., 2008). Moreover, CBT skills were significantly associated with symptom improvement in the bipolar-depressed group.

There remains substantial debate in the psychotherapy literature regarding the relative importance of “common factors” (i.e., those elements of treatment that are shared across most, if not all, treatment modalities) versus “specific factors” (i.e., the core, theory-specified techniques of a given treatment) in contributing to symptom improvement (Imel and Wampold, 2008; Siev et al., 2009; Wampold, 2001; Webb et al., 2010). Expectancy represents one of the most frequently discussed common factors in the psychotherapy literature; whereas cognitive and behavioral techniques represent the core, theory-specified specific factors of CBT. The findings from the current study may reflect a way in which a theoretically important specific factor (i.e., patient acquisition and use of CBT skills) and a common factor (treatment outcome expectancies) interact in predicting symptom improvement. That is, CBT skills mediated the expectancy–outcome relationship within our major depression sample. With regards to clinical implications, it may be especially important for therapists to assess patient treatment expectancies, and to work to foster optimistic – yet realistic – expectations of improvement among their depressed clients.

Several limitations of the present study should be noted. First, and similar to Jacob et al. (2011), the cognitive and behavioral subscales of the CBTSQ were generally highly correlated causing problems for interpretations of findings when both variables were simultaneously included in our multiple mediator model. Second, although temporal confounds were statistically controlled in the analyses predicting symptom change and CBT skills change from pretreatment outcome expectancies, they were not controlled in our analyses correlating change in CBT skills and symptom improvement (i.e., both variables were assessed concurrently, at pretreatment and posttreatment). Thus, the significant association between CBT skills and symptom improvement in the major depression may be due, at least in part, to the influence of symptom improvement on self-reported CBT skills, rather than
the reverse relationship. Although this is an important limitation, it should be highlighted that this represents only one of the four paths comprising the mediation analyses reported in Tables 4 and 5 (i.e., path b). That is, there were no temporal confounds in the analyses predicting symptom improvement or CBT skill acquisition from pretreatment expectancies (paths a, c, and c’). Third, sample sizes were small in the psychosis, and especially in the bipolar-manic, subgroup, which may help account for nonsignificant findings within these groups. In addition, our findings emerged within a specific context (i.e., an observational study within a short-term partial hospital program). It is unclear to what extent our findings would replicate in other treatment settings (e.g., longer-term outpatient care).

The current study raises issues that should be addressed in future research. One of the strengths of the current study is the inclusion of a large sample of patients from a naturalistic clinical setting within a psychiatric hospital. In order to limit patient burden in our clinical sample we were not permitted to include more than two waves of data collection (i.e., pretreatment and posttreatment). A more comprehensive examination of CBT skill use, patient expectancies and symptoms across additional time points would provide for a more in-depth picture of how these constructs change and interact with one another over time. In addition, the current study focused on the role of pretreatment expectancies in predicting symptom change, which may be an important psychological mediator of placebo response (Price et al., 2008). However, there are likely other processes that were not assessed in the current study, and which play important roles in contributing to placebo responses, such as classical conditioning (see Finniss et al., 2010; Price et al., 2008 for a review). Moreover, although we examined a possibly important treatment-specific factor mediating the expectancy-outcome relationship (i.e., CBT skills; Constantino, 2012), there are likely other important mediators that were not assessed in the current study (e.g., the therapeutic alliance). The results of such future investigations could help researchers identify variables that play important roles in contributing to symptom improvement. Such findings could ultimately yield important clinical implications for the delivery of optimal treatment for these debilitating disorders.
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